Let’s Celebrate the 50th Anniversary of Earth Day!

Daggerwing Nature Center encourages you to explore nature in your neighborhood with this fun scavenger hunt! How many can you find? Get creative!

Plants
- Grass
- Leaf
- Seeds
- Flower
- Acorn or other tree nut
- Moss
- Fruit tree
- Aquatic plant

Animals
- Bird
- Worm
- Flying insect
- Crawling insect
- Squirrel
- Spider web

Water and Land
- Body of Water
- Flat rock
- Raindrop
- Algae
- Aquatic animal

Clean Energy
- Hybrid car
- Electric car
- Bus
- Bike
- Solar Panel

Sky
- Funny shaped cloud
- Star
- Moon
- Flock of birds
- Planet

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
- Recyclable item
- Reusable bag
- Five pieces of litter
- Something you have fixed
- Something you have repurposed

Share what you discovered at facebook.com/daggerwing!
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